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Abstract

THERMAL CONTROL DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
FUEL CELL SYSTEM
Ola Mohammed Taha Al-Shalash
Thesis Chair: Mohammad Abu Rafe Biswas, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Tyler
July 2020
A fuel cell is an electrochemical energy conversion device that uses fuel to generate
electricity. It basically converts the chemical energy of reactants directly into electricity
without combustion. In a Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC), the reactants,
hydrogen and oxygen, are fed into the two electrodes, anode and cathode, respectively. A
reaction takes place at each electrode and produces electricity, as well as water, and heat
as the by-products. In order to maximize performance of a fuel cell, many factors can be
considered for tuning and control. Temperature management is one of these factors.
A thermal-fluid model of a PEMFC has been developed as part of this work to
predict the temperature responses to changes in input during operation. A control method
was designed based on the thermal-fluid model to maintain a consistent operating
temperature which allows optimization of the fuel cell performance.
A 6 kW Nedstack PEMFC stack model was developed using MATLAB and
Simulink. A conventional PID controller was used to control the thermal response of the
PEMFC system. Additionally, a Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC)was also developed to
explore further performance optimization of the PEMFC in comparison to the baseline

ix

results provided by the PID controller. The FLC was designed and tested for preliminary
results to be ready for future expansion and adjustments. Both control methods had two
input variables: air flow rate (manipulated variable) and current (disturbance variable). The
output was set to be the stack temperature which is directly related to the performance of
the PEMFC.
Results show that manipulating the air flow rate plays an important role in
controlling the stack temperature, with an inversely proportional relationship. During
nominal operation, the temperature of the stack at steady state is relatively high. However,
when increasing the air flow rate, the stack temperature decreases. Other factors and
disturbances may affect the stack temperature which justify the implementation of a
controller. A PID and a Fuzzy-logic controller are utilized. The models show promising
results opening the door to many additional possibilities for investigations better to
understand the behavior of the thermal response of the fuel cell, especially in the case of
using a fuzzy logic controller for such a system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Energy demand is rapidly increasing with the growth and development of the world.
This boost in demand contributes to the increase of pollution and global warming that
comes from the combustion of fossil fuel [1]. Such factors encourage scientists and
researchers to consider alternative energy sources that can help with the world energy
demand in efficient and environmentally friendly ways [1]. Researchers have been working
on developing new technologies for the past couple of decades. Many different sustainable
and renewable energy sources can be utilized such as wind, solar and Hydrogen based
renewable energy sources. In spite of all research that has been done, many aspects
regarding the performance and efficiency of these sources are still unclear and require
significant amount of dedicated time and effort to solve and improve due to the complexity
of the energy conversion process with multi-variable system inputs and outputs. This
limited availability of information especially related to thermal fluid modeling and control
opens the door for more research to be conducted.
Fuel cells constitute one of these sources with potential for significant amount of
research, testing, and investigation in order to be considered fully optimized. As a starting
point, mathematical modeling of fuel cells has been used as the research basis to improve
the efficiency and performance of a fuel cell [2]. However, the majority of these models
avoid the thermal management of the system by considering a lump of factors affecting the
voltage output of the fuel cell. Thus, the goal of this thesis was to develop the dynamic
1

model representing the thermal state of the system as a function of inputs and disturbances.
This model was used as the basis to develop a controller for the temperature of the PEMFC
system, which directly affects the produced power.
Although there are many types of fuel cell, the PEMFC is considered as the most
common and promising energy source. This is due to its low operating temperature, high
efficiency, low to zero emissions, fast start up time, and simple design [3]. The Toyota
Mirai, a hydrogen fuel cell vehicle, is considered a real-world example to describe the
PEMFC. Toyota Mirai started in 2014 and have total sales of 10,250 in US, UK, Japan,
and Europe. The United States environmental protection agency rated it as the most fuelefficient hydrogen fuel cell car [4]. It can achieve a power output of 114 kW (153 hp) [4].
Although the PEM fuel cell has a simple design, the detailed system operation, materials,
and maintenance is complicated and multidisciplinary. The fuel cell system includes many
fields such as the reactants transport that is done by convection and diffusion, heat transfer,
thermodynamic, chemistry, electricity and other science approaches [1]. These
complexities lead to some losses that needed to be considered and investigated to improve
and optimize the fuel cell performance and efficiency.
1.1 Fuel Cells
A fuel cell is an electrochemical energy conversion device that uses fuel to generate
electricity [3]. It basically converts the chemical energy of reactants, the fuel and the
oxygen from air, directly into electricity without combustion [5] [1]. It can be used as a
stationary or a mobile energy source. Fuel cell have a variety of applications including, as
examples, residential application, transportation, and powering remote places such as
2

spacecrafts, weather stations, parks, and rural places, as well as some military applications
[6] [5]. Unlike a conventional battery, a fuel cell is an energy conversion device that
continues to operate as long as reactants are supplied whereas a battery is an energy storage
device that stores and dissipates a limited amount of energy then stops [1]. A fuel cell
resembles a factory where fuel is considered the input of the factory and electricity is
considered the output of the factory. As long as raw material, or the fuel input , is supplied,
electricity will be generated as shown in Figure 1 [7].

Figure 1 General concept of a PEM fuel cell [7]

1.2 PEM Fuel Cell Components
There are many components that make up the fuel cell depending on the application
and the manufacturing aspects. Generally, the main PEM fuel cell components are the
proton exchange membrane, backing layers, catalyst layers, bipolar plates and gaskets as
shown in Figure 2 [8]. Some of these components are referred to together as the Membrane
Electrode Assembly (MEA). The MEA is the most important part of the fuel cell system.
It helps in setting up the environment for the electrochemical reaction required to separate
electrons to take place. A typical MEA consists of a proton exchange membrane (polymer
electrolyte membrane), two catalyst layers, and two gas diffusion layers [9]. A MEA that
3

has all these five layers and arranged in such configuration is called a 5-layer MEA. A 3layer MEA, consists of the proton exchange membrane and the two catalyst layers applied
on both sides of the anode and cathode, and a 7-layer MEA may also have alternative
configurations. Figure 3 shows the different types of the MEA.

Figure 2 Fuel cell components [10]
The proton exchange membrane, located in the center of each cell, can be produced
using different materials. Each manufacturer tries to find the best way to produce the best
membrane in terms of quality and cost. Generally, the most common material used for the
membrane is Nafion [8]. This membrane allows protons only to cross and pass it which
eventually will lead to have the flow of electrons in an external circuit.
The backing layer is an electrically conductive porous layer also called the gas
diffusion layer [8]. There are two backing layers, if present, for each cell in the stack that
sandwiches the membrane and the electrodes. The main purpose of this layer is to provide
a good balance between the transfer of electrons and reactants in addition to act as a gas
4

diffuser, help in the mechanical support, push the produced water away, and find best
pathway for the electrons to move in the desired direction [8]. The material used for this
layer is usually carbon-based in the form of cloth, paper, or another different configuration
[8].

Figure 3 The different types of MEA in a fuel cell [11]
The bipolar plate also known as the current collector is sandwiched in the
membrane electrode assembly. It has a number of functionality in the fuel cell system such
as distributing the reactants uniformly, conducting the electrical current from the cells,
removing any extra heat generated during the process, and preventing any reactants or
coolants leakages [12]. Thus it can be considered as a heat exchanger medium to help in
cooling down the fuel cell stack [8]. It is mainly used when cells are stacked together, in
series, in order to provide the desired power needed [8]. These plates are made of metal,
graphite, or polymer composites [12] [8]. Each kind of these materials has its own
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advantage and disadvantage in terms of the weight, cost, chemical stability, and electrical
and heat conductivity.
The last layer to mention in a fuel cell is the gasket. Gasket acts as a “barrier” in
the fuel cell system. It provides the compression for the cells to be stacked together and
prevents any reactants from leaking or mixing with the surroundings [13] [8]. In addition,
it prevents any short-circuit in the bipolar plates [8]. The common material used for
manufacturing the gasket is carbon.
1.3 How Does a PEM Fuel Cell Work?
In a PEM fuel cell, the reactants, the hydrogen and oxygen, are fed into the two
electrodes, the anode and the cathode of the fuel cell, respectively [14]. Hydrogen
molecules pass through the anode and split into positively charged protons and negatively
charged electrons with the help of the catalyst as shown in equation 1.1 [5]. The protons
pass through the electrolyte, the proton exchange membrane, because the membrane allows
only positive charges to cross it while the electrons move through an external circuit that
leads to the electricity provided as shown in Figure 4. Protons that come from the
electrolyte and electrons that come from the external circuit react with the oxygen at the
cathode side to produce water and heat as the by-products of this reaction as shown in
equations (1.2) and (1.3).

6

Figure 4 Fuel cell electrochemical reaction [15]

4H+ + 4e-

Anode Reaction:

2H2

Cathode Reaction:

O2 + 4H+ + 4e-

Overall Reaction:

2H2 + O2

(1.1)
2H2O

(1.2)

2H2O + electricity + heat (1.3)

Each cell will produce about 1.2V as an ideal voltage; however, the actual operating
voltage for a cell will be less than this value and is equal approximately to 0.7V [2]. This
drop in the fuel cell voltage is due to three different losses that take place in the fuel cell.
These losses are the activation polarization loss (reaction rate loss), ohmic polarization loss
(resistance loss) and the concentration polarization loss (the gas transport loss) that can be
seen in Figure 5. Thus, in order to obtain the desired voltage, a number of cells will be
connected together in series to form the fuel cell stack as shown in Figure 6 [2].
Furthermore, as in figure 5, reactants, which are the gases, flow in a specifically designed
7

pattern. The most common pattern for the flow of gasses is the serpentine flow pattern.
This type of design will allow the reactants to transport from the gas channels to the catalyst
by diffusion [16].

Figure 5 Voltage losses in the PEMFC [8]
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Figure 6 Fuel cell stack [17]

1.4 Water Management
Water management is important in any fuel cell system. This is because the proton
exchange membrane, catalyst and gas diffusion layer will be affected if no water or lots of
water is presented in the fuel cell. The proton conductivity of the electrolyte (PEM)
depends on how humid and hydrated the PEM is [18]. If the electrolyte is hydrated enough,
the proton conductivity will increase thus obtain good performance for the fuel cell;
however, if “flooding” (lots of water) takes place, then a very negative effect on the cell
performance and lifetime will occur [14]. If the membrane become dry or flooded, high
polarization losses will take place [5]. Typically, the proton flows from the anode to the
cathode which prevents water from diffusing to the anode side whereas in case of flooding,
the water will diffuse to the anode that will block the proton flow in the gas diffusion layer
9

and thus there will not be enough reactant to do the reaction [18]. Also, this may force the
gas to go through different channels that will result in pressure decrease across the
components. Furthermore, if the cell is exposed to the water for long time, this will lead to
a degradation effects [14]. High load cycle, low temperatures, and high humidity are some
of the operating conditions that contribute to the increase of the water generation that will
reduce the fuel cell performance [14]. Therefore, humidity is a very important factor that
should be controlled to achieve better performance of the PEM. Humidity control is
directly related to temperature control which is the goal of this work.
1.5 Thermal Management
PEMFC performance and reliability significantly depends on the fuel cell operation
temperature [19]. Temperature is a very important factor when considering the fuel cell
performance since it directly affects the water management, the proton transfer and the
chemical reaction rates of the fuel cell [18]. Usually, the PEMFC operation temperature
ranges between 40 to 100 ℃ [19]. Generally, when the PEMFC is in operation, heat is
going to be one of the fuel cell by-products. If the generated heat is not significant, then
the low temperature will decrease the rate of the electrochemical reaction thus reduce the
performance of the PEMFC [19]. On the other hand, if high temperature is generated, the
electrochemical reaction rate will improve and the transport speed of the protons through
the electrolyte membrane will increase as well, thus enhancing the PEMFC performance
(voltage and power output) [19]. In addition, at high temperature, the rate of produced
water removal will increase, thus improving the water handling capacity of the reactant air
[1]. Nevertheless, after a certain limit of temperature increase, having very high
10

temperature will have a negative effect on the PEMFC. High temperature increases the
water-vapor partial pressure that affect the transport of the hydrogen from anode to cathode
[19]. In addition, high temperature lowers the thickness of the catalyst layer reaction and
makes the dehydration worse causing a deterioration in the fuel cell performance [19].
Additionally, if the temperature exceeds its safe operating levels by a large amount, the
electrolyte, the proton exchange membrane, may be broken or and an explosion could be
possible [19]. Therefore, controlling the fuel cell temperature is very important. It should
be controlled and kept in its specific operating temperature range noticing that each type
of fuel cell has its own temperature ranges. Fuel cell types and their specifications including
the operating temperatures can be found in Appendix A.
This thesis provides an examination of the temperature control aspects in a PEM
fuel cell due to the importance of thermal management and its direct effect on the fuel cell
performance.
1.6 PEM Fuel Cell Advantages and Disadvantages
Fuel cell has several advantages. It is a clean, safe, reliable, and highly efficient
alternative energy source compared to conventional energy sources. It is an environment
friendly power source since no harmful by-products are presented as it has a low to zero
emission [1]. In addition, the fuel cell operates with negligible or little noise [1].
Furthermore, the fuel cell system does not produce any significant thermal pollution like
some other power sources [1]. Since the fuel cell system does not have any moving parts,
the system’s maintenance is simple and does not require lots of efforts [1]. Besides that,
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the system has a good start-stop capability [7]. It can operate at low temperature giving it
the capability for portable applications [7].
Meanwhile, a fuel cell system has a few drawbacks. Generally, some of the fuel
cell components such as platinum catalyst and the polymer membrane are expensive [7].
In addition, the system may require an active water management to keep a good
performance [7]. Moreover, Hydrogen fuel is needed for the fuel cell to operate which is
considered a high risk gas to handle, which is a major fuel cell drawback [1].
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
There are limited research publications explaining, modeling, or analyzing the
thermal control of a PEMFC [20]. Generally, most research in the literature considers
modeling and predicting the fuel cell performance by having the voltage, current or power
as the system output. Very few published research takes the stack temperature into
consideration and almost none considers controlling the stack temperature especially using
a fuzzy logic controller. The following literature review includes common fuel cell
performance improving methods and what is available discussing including temperature in
these methods. It also includes the very few control attempts of stack temperature,
particularly using Fuzzy logic and a PID controllers.
2.1 Fuel Cell Models Evaluating Performance
Many research papers analyze the performance of the fuel cell and the control of
specific parameters to improve the fuel cell performance. Kodjo Agbossou et al. analyzed
and validated the stack voltage of the fuel cell. They used a 600-W power PEMFC model
that consists of 65 cells [21]. The experiments were performed a couple of times when
manipulating the load current (the input variable), once with having a complete air supply
device and another time with excluding it while including humidification device. The
conclusion was that using a complete air-supply device, at high load current, a high stack
voltage is obtained. This is due to the increase in the inlet humidity that helps in a better
membrane hydration which leads to decreasing the membrane resistance. The increase in
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humidity helps in adding water vapor to the air causing the quantity of air supplied to the
fuel cell to increase. Thus, this leads to a better performance of the fuel cell. In contrast,
the authors noticed that at low current, a low stack voltage is obtained. In this case, the
water vapor leads to the oxygen dilution thus the concentration of the reactant decreases
hence the stack voltage decreases.
Li Deng et al. also analyzed the stack voltage of a PEMFC [22]. A simulation was
conducted by changing the load current and humidity; however, it included the effect of
temperature on the model as well. The results were that there are a couple of factors that
could affect the working temperature of the fuel cell stack. Environment temperature,
output current, the flow rates and temperatures of reactant gases are examples of the
proposed factors. The simulations and experiments conducted were at 35 ℃ and at 60 ℃.
Also, the model was at two different humidity values, 50% and 100%. The results obtained
at these two humidity readings were very close to each other at low current density.
However, when increasing the current slightly, the voltage increased at the 100% humidity.
This implies that at high current and high humidity, a high voltage is obtained thus a good
stack performance. Also, the authors noticed that relative humidity of anode and cathode
varies with current. At high current, the relative humidity of both anode and cathode
decreases slightly.
Hamid Reza Esmaeilian et al. also evaluated the performance of the PEMFC system
for a stand-alone large-scale system [23]. The voltage feedback and the current feedback
were used in order to control the PEMFC performance. The model used was the linearized
state-space representation which helped simplify and model the system and concluded that
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at a sudden load variation, the controllers responded well, thus the system has good
performance at the different operating conditions.
2.2 Fuel Cell Models Evaluating Temperature
Since temperature is an important factor and directly affects the fuel cell
performance, the thermal responses should be analyzed. Despite the availability of different
methods to model and control the fuel cell performance in the literature, there are limited
reports considering the stack temperature of a fuel cell. Mahesh Kumar Yadav et al.
analyzed the effect of temperature on the PEMFC performance [16]. They observed that
increasing the relative humidity, pressure, temperature, stoichiometric ratio and using the
split serpentine flow field as the main flow field for the gases will enhance the fuel cell
performance. In addition, increasing the hydrogen and oxygen mass flow rate will result in
increasing in the PEMFC performance. Also, the authors noticed that proper water
management on the membrane increase the performance as well. They concluded that when
the state of hydrogen mass flow rate is increased from 1ml/s to 3 ml/s and oxygen mass
flow rate equal double the amount of hydrogen, the voltage improved by 41.81% at fixed
fuel cell temperature of 80℃ and at fixed Current density of 1.2 A/cm2. They repeated the
same experiment by having everything fixed except the current density where they
decreased it slowly. They noticed that the voltage dropped from 40%, 36.76%, 35.21%,
34.24% at 0.8, 0.6, 0.4 A/cm2 current density, respectively.
An article titled “Challenges and opportunities of thermal management issues
related to fuel cell technology and modeling” provided a detailed review on the effect of
thermal management, its challenges and opportunities, on different types of fuel cell that
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operates at low and high temperatures [24]. The article stated that the theoretical maximum
voltages and the theoretical efficiency decrease with high temperatures. However, if higher
temperature is presented at the electrodes, an increase in the electrochemical activity takes
place which leads to increase in the fuel cell efficiency. In addition, the quality of the waste
heat can be improved by the high temperatures. Although the heat may be dissipated in
many ways such as convection, conduction, radiation via sensible heat or latent heat
change, heat loss is primarily considered to be through convection and conduction. Some
system components require heat and thus the extra heat generated can be used for these
components such as running a thermodynamic cycle for additional power generation.
Furthermore, the authors concluded that temperature is related to water management
especially in the PEMFC where the excess water can be used for humidification and
cooling purposes.
2.3 Fuel Cell Models Using Controllers
There are many literature reports describing attempts to control specific parameters
of the fuel cell. Researchers and engineers used various control architectures: PID
controllers, artificial neural network-based control, and fuzzy logic controllers to name a
few. Won-Yong Lee et al. used Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to simulate the fuel cell
performance without going through many calculations [25]. Their model used two different
kinds of membrane electrolytes, Nafion 115 and Nafion 1135 and they obtained a great
match to the experimental data when considering the operating processes such as
temperature, pressure, humidity, and current density. On the other hand, Pruthiraj Swain
and Debashisha Jena analyzed a fifth order model of a PEMFC and linearized the system
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using Jacobian linearization in order to control the hydrogen and oxygen pressure change
of the fuel cell despite of any current changes in the system [26]. They used a PID controller
and utilized a different method to tune the controller. Tuning the controller using Genetic
Algorithm with ISE and ISTE control strategy provided the best results.
Feedforward fuzzy-PID control for air flow regulation of PEM fuel cell system
article shows a combination of using both conventional PID controller and a fuzzy logic
controller [27]. The new controller concept was used to control the oxygen excess ratio in
order to improve the fuel cell performance. Their simulation results showed that they could
get the best regulation for the input and the model could decrease the parasitic power loss.
Moreover, they concluded that a fuzzy logic controller could tune the conventional PID
controller much better that having only conventional PID in the model, since this controller
has both the advantages of a fuzzy logic controller and the conventional PID controller.
Furthermore, they concluded that a fuzzy logic controller is more sensitive to the system
parameters and used it to find the appropriate gains for the PID controller that cannot be
tuned easily and accurately using only the PID controller. Thus, the fuzzy logic controller
was used to best tune the PID controller as is shown in Figure 7.
Novel hybrid fuzzy-PID control scheme for air supply in PEM fuel-cell-based
systems article has also used the same method of utilizing both fuzzy logic controller and
the conventional PID controller [28]. The objective of the controller was to regulate the
oxygen excess ratio in order to prevent oxygen starvation or cause any damage to the fuel
cell stack. This controller was different than the previously discussed controller in having
more parts within the controller [27]. This controller consisted of three parts: a fuzzy logic
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controller, a fuzzy based self-tuned PID controller, and a fuzzy selector as shown in Figure
8. The fuzzy selector was used to switch between the fuzzy logic controller and the fuzzybased self-tuned PID controller. The simulation results showed that the fuzzy-based selftuned PID controller provides more accurate results than a classical PID controller or a
fuzzy logic controller.

Figure 7 Conventional fuzzy-PID control structure

Figure 8 Hybrid fuzzy-PID controller structure
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A. Saha, S. Chowdhury, S. Chowdhury, and Y. Song used fuzzy logic controller
and conventional controller to control the performance of the fuel cell [29]. The authors
concluded that both controllers help improve the performance of the fuel cell system. The
dynamic behavior using the fuzzy logic controller was noticed to be much better in terms
of performance and load following function than using the PI controller. They observed a
delay in reaching the load demand during the transient period, when changing the required
load. Therefore, for a stand-alone operation, the authors suggested to have a battery or
ultracapacitor to be used to compensate for the time delay during the transient period.
Khaled Mammar and Abdelkader Chaker presented the development of a dynamic
model of a 30-kW PEMFC for residential power generation [30]. This model accounts for
all different losses during the process such as voltage, activation, and concentration losses.
Their main objective was to control the active power of the PEMFC system through
utilizing a fuzzy logic controller, that was used to control the hydrogen flow feedback from
the terminal load. The authors defined the error and change of error of the hydrogen flow
as the two fuzzy logic controller inputs. Each one of these inputs has five membership
function thus 25 rules. They concluded that using fuzzy logic controller results in a good
control of the power generation of the fuel cell. The fuzzy logic controller has a faster time
response when compared to an PID controllers and it is very effective in controlling the
hydrogen fuel cell.
Adisorn Thomyaa and Yottana Khunatorna also used a fuzzy logic controller to
control the performance of a PEMFC by considering gas flow rate, temperature, humid and
operating pressure as the main parameters that affect the fuel cell performance [31]. The
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inputs of the fuzzy logic controller were set as error and change of error. Each one of these
inputs has three membership functions. The membership functions represented as linguistic
variables such as positive big, zero, and negative big. The authors created nine rules for
their model and added them to the fuzzy logic controller. Different current values were
supplied to the model, and it concluded that fuzzy logic controller results in a good control
when compared to the manual control. Also, noticed that fuzzy logic controller has a faster
time response when evaluating at high current. In addition, it was noticed the same
observation as in [30] where fuzzy logic controller is very effective in controlling the
hydrogen fuel cell. The simulation results showed that the best response was obtained when
the current setpoint was 8 A where it needed only 70 seconds while when a 4 A was the
setpoint, it requires 600 seconds to get the response.
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Chapter 3
Modeling Methodology
The “6 kW 45 Vdc Fuel Cell Stack” from MathWorks is utilized, improved, and
adjusted to include a thermal model to go along with the existing isothermal model [32].
This model was used since it already represents an electrochemical model with providing
some specifications such as the fuel and air flow rates, the operating temperature, the
reactant concentrations, the efficiency, and others. However, this model lacks the thermal
part that needed to be added plus lack to some more specifications. Therefore, the online
resources on Nedstack were used to obtain some of the 6 kW Nedstack specifications not
included in the model such as the number of channels at the anode and cathode besides the
width, length, and height of these channels [33]. Figure 9 shows the Nedstack PEM fuel
cell.

Figure 9 Nedstack PEM fuel cell
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The thermal modeling methodology of the mentioned model will be coved. The
mass and energy conservation laws are applied to derive the mass and thermal energy
balance equations. Each cell is divided into two main control volumes that are channels
associated with the electrodes: anode and cathode. The mass and energy balance equations
will be derived for each electrode channel. A number of assumptions are considered to
model the system and carry out the analysis. The assumptions are:

a. Fixed control volume
b. All gases are ideal gases
c. Fluids are incompressible
d. Fluids are inviscid
e. Steady state for mass balance
f. Well mixed (all thermal fluid properties of fluid flow are uniform and outlet fluid
temperature is same as control volume fluid temperature)
g. Maximum power can the stack operate at is 6 kW
h. Pure hydrogen is fed to the anode side
i. Air that feed the cathode side contains oxygen, nitrogen, and water vapor
j. Stack operating temperature is 338 K
k. Reference temperature is 298 K
l. Room/surrounding temperature is 295.15 K
m. Negligible liquid water from the system thus no phase change
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n. All work, which is a function of current and voltage, lost due to inefficiency is
converted to heat to the stack and flow channels (equally distributed to anode and
cathode sides); this is also reflected in reaction rates
o. Overall heat transfer coefficient for conductive and convective heat transfer from
the control volumes across the solid stock to the ambient surrounding is assumed
to be constant and estimated from steady state energy balance since empirical data
is not readily available.
The dynamic and steady state models are derived first for the system. Then the
system is linearized using Taylor series to obtain a unique set of equations based on
nominal operating conditions. Afterwards, the deviation variables are introduced to the
state space representation in order to have a linear time-independent system model
implemented in MATLAB and Simulink® [34].
3.1 Mass Balance Equations
The masses at the inlet and outlet of each electrode (the anode and cathode that
represent a control volume) are considered at room temperature for the inlet side and at
fuel cell stack temperature at the outlet side. The reacted mass is considered to calculate
the amount of current produced. The overall mass balance for the PEMFC is given by
equation (3.1)

𝑑𝑚
= ∑𝑚̇𝑖𝑛 − ∑𝑚̇𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑡
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(3.1)

Since a steady state assumption is applied for the mass balance equation then
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡

= 0 and the general equation is given as follows
∑𝑚̇𝑖𝑛 = ∑𝑚̇𝑜𝑢𝑡

(3.2)

3.1.1 Anode Side
At the anode side, a pure hydrogen is fed at room temperature. When the reaction
takes place, the remaining mass leaves the fuel cell according to the following equation:

𝑚𝑎𝑛 = 𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

(3.3)

where 𝑚𝑎𝑛 is the anode mass in control volume, 𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛 is the hydrogen mass flow rate
at the inlet, 𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the hydrogen mass flow rate at the outlet and 𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the
reacted mass flow rate of the hydrogen at the outlet. The reacted part is presented as in
equation (3.4)

𝑚̇𝐻2,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 =

𝐼
𝑀𝑊𝐻2 𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝜂
2𝐹

(3.4)

where 𝐼 is the current, 𝐹 is Faraday constant, 𝑀𝑊𝐻2 is the molecular weight of the
hydrogen, 𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the number of cells, and 𝜂 is the efficiency of the fuel cell stack. The
efficiency is not typically included, but here it is accounting for useful electrical current
and power. The unused or wasted electrical power based on (1 − 𝜂) is assumed to be
accounted for as heat generated and dissipated to the stack. Thus, the mass flow rate of
hydrogen at the outlet is equal to
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𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛 −

𝐼
𝑀𝑊𝐻2 𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝜂
2𝐹

(3.5)

3.1.2 Cathode Side
At the cathode side, air is fed at room temperature and pressure. It is assumed that
air contains oxygen, nitrogen, and water vapor. Thus, three equations are produced to
calculate the cathode mass flow rate at the outlet as shown in the following equations:

𝑚𝑂2 ,𝑐𝑎𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

(3.6)

where 𝑚𝑂2 ,𝑐𝑎𝑡 is the oxygen mass in cathode control volume, 𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑖𝑛 is the oxygen mass
flow rate at the inlet, 𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the oxygen mass flow rate at the outlet and 𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
is the reacted mass flow rate of the oxygen at the outlet.

𝑚𝐻2 𝑂,𝑐𝑎𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝐻2 𝑂,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑚̇𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑚̇𝐻2𝑂,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

(3.7)

where 𝑚𝐻2 𝑂,𝑐𝑎𝑡 is water mass in control volume, 𝑚̇𝐻2 𝑂,𝑖𝑛 is the water mass flow rate at
the inlet, 𝑚̇𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the water mass flow rate at the outlet and 𝑚̇𝐻2𝑂,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the
reacted mass flow rate of the oxygen at the outlet.

𝑚𝑁2 ,𝑐𝑎𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝑁2 ,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑚̇𝑁2,𝑜𝑢𝑡

(3.8)

where 𝑚𝑁2 ,𝑐𝑎𝑡 is the nitrogen mass in control volume, 𝑚̇𝑁2 ,𝑖𝑛 is the nitrogen mass flow
rate at the inlet, 𝑚̇𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the nitrogen mass flow rate at the outlet. It can be noticed from
equation (3.8) that nitrogen does not react as expected and hence it does not affect the
reaction. However, it is included in the mass balance equations because it represents a big
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part of the air composition that is equal to 78%. From the above equations, the outlet mass
flow rate of the oxygen, water vapor and hydrogen can be computed as following:

𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑖𝑛 −

𝐼
𝑀𝑊𝑂2 𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝜂
4𝐹

𝑚̇𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝐻2 𝑂,𝑖𝑛 +

𝐼
𝑀𝑊𝐻2𝑂 𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝜂
2𝐹

𝑚̇𝑁2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚̇𝑁2 ,𝑖𝑛

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

from these equations, the 𝑀𝑊𝑂2 and 𝑀𝑊𝐻2 𝑂 are the molecular weights of the oxygen
and water respectively where they can be calculated by multiplying the atomic weight by
the number of atoms for each molecule.
3.2 Energy Balance Equations
Energy balance equations will follow the same steps as the mass balance equations
with couple differences. First, enthalpies are calculated for each fluid in each electrode
instead of masses. The dynamic behavior is considered besides the steady state condition
where in the mass balance, only steady state was considered. The main reason for including
both dynamic and steady state models are to obtain the deviation variables. The third
difference is that the dynamic model will be linearized using Taylor series to obtain a
unique set of equations. Basically, the general energy balance for the PEMFC is given by
equation (3.12)

𝑑ℎ
= ∑ℎ̇𝑖𝑛 − ∑ℎ̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ∑𝑄̇ + ∑𝑊̇
𝑑𝑡
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(3.12)

where ℎ̇𝑖𝑛 and ℎ̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 represent the inlet and outlet enthalpy rates, 𝑄̇ is the heat transfer
rate (total heat added) and 𝑊̇ is the lost electrical work. By expanding equation (3.12), we
get:

(𝑚 𝑐𝑝) 𝑑∆𝑇
= ∑(𝑚̇ 𝑐𝑝 ∆𝑇)𝑖𝑛 − ∑(𝑚̇ 𝑐𝑝 ∆𝑇)ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑡
(1 − 𝜂)𝐸𝑜 𝐼
− 𝑈𝐴(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 ) +
2

(3.13)

where 𝑚 is the mass, 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat of each fluid, 𝑈 is the overall heat transfer
coefficient, 𝐴 is the overall cross sectional area for heat transfer, 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 is the surrounding
(room) temperature, and 𝐸𝑜 is the nominal operating voltage generated by the fuel cell
stack.
3.2.1 PEMFC Dynamic Model at the Anode
From equation (3.13), the following equation that describes the dynamic model of
the energy balance for the anode side, where hydrogen is the only reactant, is derived.
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𝑑𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑚̇𝐻2,𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
=
𝑑𝑡
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
−

𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡

−

𝐼 𝑀𝑊𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
2𝐹 𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡

−

𝑈𝐴𝑎𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 ) (1 − 𝜂)𝐼𝐸𝑜
+
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
2

(3.14)

where 𝑚𝐻2 is the hydrogen mass, 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛 is the hydrogen specific heat at the inlet (at room
temperature), 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑖𝑛 is the anode temperature at the inlet, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the reference temperature
of 25oC, 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the hydrogen specific heat at the outlet (at stack temperature/ control
volume temperature), 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the anode temperature at the outlet, and 𝐹 is Faraday
constant.
3.2.2 PEMFC Dynamic Model at the Cathode
Air is fed at the cathode side and since air is assumed to have only three species,
thus a more extensive equation is derived from equation (3.13):
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𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ṁ𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
=
𝑑𝑡
𝑎
𝐼 𝑀𝑊𝐻2 𝑂 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
+
2𝐹 𝑎
ṁ𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝑎
𝐼 𝑀𝑊𝑂2 𝑐𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
4𝐹 𝑎
ṁ𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝑎
ṁ𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝑎
𝑈𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 ) (1 − 𝜂)𝐼𝐸𝑜
−
+
𝑎
2

(3.15)

where the denominator 𝑎 = (𝑚𝑂2 + 𝑚𝑁2 + 𝑚𝐻2 𝑂 )𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 , ṁ𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 is the mass
flow rate of the air at the inlet, and 𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 is the air specific heat at the inlet.

3.2.3 Linearized PEMFC Dynamic Model at the Anode and Cathode
Linearization of the dynamic equation is a very important part to model the system
for the state space representation model. Considering equation (3.14), the third term in the
right-hand side has two variables, the current and the anode temperature at the outlet. In
addition, considering equation (3.16), it also has the fourth term in the right-hand side has
two variables, the current and the cathode temperature at the outlet. Since two variables are
presented in one single term, the state space system cannot be solved. Therefore, Taylor
series expansion at point ( 𝐼𝑜 , 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 ) is utilized to linearize the dynamic model for
the anode and cathode electrodes. The linearized parameters were evaluated at the nominal
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operating condition which is also the initial steady state operating conditions. The
linearized equations for the dynamic model for anode and cathode can be found in
Appendix B.

3.2.4 PEMFC Steady State Model at the Anode and Cathode
After deriving and linearizing both, anode and cathode dynamic energy balance
equations, the steady state model will be easy to derive. By equating

𝑑𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑡

and

𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑡

to zero, the steady state equations can be derived as shown in Appendix C where all
variables are going to be presented at steady state.
3.3 Deviation State Variables
Since the model is constructed to deal with thermal responses, deviation state
variables are needed to be introduced. Usually when dealing with general systems, the state
space model can satisfy the initial conditions of zero and the system can demonstrate a
steady state behavior. However, in thermal models, it cannot be assumed that the initial
temperature is equal to zero, only in very rare cases; therefore, deviation state variables are
derived. This can be done for each electrode. For the anode side, when subtracting equation
(3.18) from equation (3.15), two deviation state variables are obtained. In addition, when
subtracting equation (3.19) from equation (3.17) another two deviation state variables are
achieved. The subtractions steps are illustrated in appendix D. The model has two deviation
state variables for input variables and two for output variables as stated below:
1. Output deviation state variables are:

𝜃𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇̅𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
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𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇̅𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
where 𝜃𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 and 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 are the output deviation state variables that can satisfy the initial
condition of the steady state model where 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 , the anode temperature at the outlet is
going to be equal to 𝑇̅𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 , the anode temperature at the outlet at the steady state; thus
will end up with a zero. Same analysis is produced for the 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 .
2. Input deviation state variables are:

𝑑= 𝐼− 𝐼
̅̇ 𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛
𝑢 = 𝑚̇𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑚
where the 𝑑 is the input disturbance deviation state variable where it is equal to the current
(𝐼) minus the current at steady state (𝐼) where the sum of these values will be equal to zero
at initial condition to satisfy the steady state condition. Moreover, 𝑢 is the input
manipulated deviation state variable that includes the 𝑚̇𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 as the air mass flow rate at
̅̇ 𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 as the air mass flow rate at the inlet at the steady state.
the inlet and the 𝑚
Since mass and energy balance equations are derived, linearized and deviation state
variables are calculated, the state space model that has the following representation is given
in equation (3.20) for anode and equation (3.21) for the cathode:

𝑋̇ = 𝐴 𝑋 + 𝐵 𝑢
𝑦 =𝐶𝑋+𝐷𝑢
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1. The first equation of state equations for anode side is given by equation (3.20)

𝜃̇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = (−

𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
− 𝑧 𝐼0
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡

−

𝑈𝐴𝑎𝑛
) 𝜃𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡

+ ( − 𝑧 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 + 𝑧 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) 𝑢1

(3.16)

2. The second equation of state equations for cathode side is given by equation (3.21)

𝜃̇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑢2
𝑎
+(

𝑀𝑊𝐻2 𝑂 𝑐𝑝𝐻2𝑂,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
2𝐹 𝑎

− 𝑏 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 − 𝑏 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) 𝑢1

+(

𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
− 𝑏 𝐼𝑜
𝑎

−

𝑚̇𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚̇𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
−
𝑎
𝑎

−

𝑈𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡
) 𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑎
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(3.17)

The A, B, C, and D matrices of the state space can be found in Appendix E in matrix
form and in Appendix F as in MATLAB code.
3.4 PEMFC Simulink Model
In this section, the Simulink model will be introduced. In addition, all values of the
different parameters are going to be listed as shown in Table 1.
The modeling methodology is presented to a 6 kW Nedstack PEMFC stack. The
MATLAB model that is used consists of 65 cells. Each cell can provide 1.13 volt. The
nominal hydrogen flow rate is 50.06 SLPM while the maximum flow rate is 84.5 SLPM.
However, the air flow rate ranges between 300 SLPM and 500 SLPM for nominal and
maximum values, respectively. The operating temperature of the system is 338 K. The
nominal operating point for current and voltage are about 130 A and 45 V while the
maximum operating conditions are 225 A and 37 V, respectively. The nominal stack
efficiency is about 55%. All these specifications are utilized from the MATLAB® (6 kW
45 Vdc Fuel Cell Stack) model [32]. The state space model is added to that MATLAB ®
model to account for the thermal transient response. A transport delay that is incorporated
in the state space model is added to mimic a more realistic delayed response of the
temperature. It was set for three seconds transport delay time. The fuel cell stack was
adjusted to have the air flow rate and the temperature as the fuel cell stack input and output,
respectively. Other specifications are used from the Nedstack as mentioned in Section 3.
Figure 10 shows the block diagram for the open loop thermal model. Figure 11 shows the
PEMFC Simulink open loop combined thermal model without a controller and with no
disturbance. Figure 12 shows the PEMFC Simulink open loop thermal model with
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disturbance, the current that is generated from the fuel cell stack. Table 1 shows all the
major parameters used in the model including some of the values are utilized from the
existing model in MATLAB and Simulink® [32].
Fuel flow rate
Air flow rate

PEM Fuel Cell
Stack Model

Actual Stack temperature

𝑑 (disturbance deviation state variable)
𝑢 (manipulated deviation state variable)

Thermal Response
- State Space
Representation
Model

Power

Deviation Stack
temperature

Figure 10 Block diagram for the open loop thermal model

Figure 11 PEMFC Simulink open loop thermal model with disturbance assumed to zero
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Figure 12 PEMFC Simulink open loop thermal model with disturbance
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Table 1 PEMFC Parameters in the model
Symbol
𝑉̇𝐻2
𝑉̇𝐻 ,𝑚𝑎𝑥
2

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝑇𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑟
𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑖𝑛
𝑇̅𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛
𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐸𝑜
η
I
𝐼̅
𝐼𝑜
L
W
h
𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑜𝑐ℎ
𝜌𝐻2
𝐴𝑊𝐻2
F
̇
𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟
̇𝑉𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛
̅
𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑖𝑛
𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑐𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑐𝑝𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝜌𝑂2
𝜌𝑁2
𝜌𝐻2 𝑜,𝑉
𝜌𝐻2 𝑜,𝐿
𝐴𝑊𝑂2
𝑋𝐻2 𝑖
𝑋𝑁2 𝑖
𝑋𝐻2 𝑜𝑖

Parameter
Nominal hydrogen volumetric flow rate
Maximum hydrogen volumetric flow rate
Reference temperature
Room/ surrounding temp
Anode inlet temperature
Initial steady state anode outlet temperature
Specific Heat of H2 at 300 K
Specific Heat of H2 at 338 K
Initial steady state
Nominal efficiency
Nominal current
Nominal current
Linearized current
Length of one channel
Width of one channel
Height of one channel
Total number of cells
Number of the rectangular channels on each side
Density of H2 gas at 300 K
H2 atomic weight
Faraday constant
Nominal air volumetric flow rate
Maximum air volumetric flow rate
Cathode inlet temperature
Initial steady state cathode temp
Specific Heat of water vapor
Specific Heat of H2O
Specific Heat of O2 at 338 K
Specific Heat of N2 at 338 K
Density of O2 gas
Density of N2 gas
Density of Vapor H2O
Density of Liquid H2O
O2 atomic weight
O2 nominal mass fraction
N2 nominal mass fraction
H2O nominal mass fraction
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Value
0.0008333
0.0014
298
295.15
298.15
338
14.31
14.406
45
0.55
133.3
133.3
133.3
0.1
0.008
0.00178
65
15
0.082
0.001008
96484
0.005
0.00844
298.15
338
1.85925
1.87568
0.928
1.04052
1.308
1.145
0.804
996.57
0.015999
0.21
0.78
0.01

Unit
𝑚3 /𝑠
𝑚3 /𝑠
K
K
K
K
kJ/kg K
kJ/kg K
V
%
Amp
Amp
Amp
meter
meter
meter
Fuel Cell
Kg/ m3
Kg/mol
C/mol
𝑚3 /𝑠
𝑚3 /𝑠
K
K
K
K
kJ/kg K
kJ/kg K
Kg/m3
Kg/ m3
Kg/ m3
Kg/ m3
Kg/mol

Chapter 4
Thermal Modeling Results and Discussion
In this chapter, the general thermal responses of the model are observed. The
results of the state space model along with the PEMFC stack is presented as open loop
responses. Two cases are demonstrated including the steady state model and the dynamic
model. For each model, a step change in air mass flow rate is used with a disturbance
change and without a change in disturbance.
4.1 Steady State Model
The steady state model was applied to check and test that the PEMFC thermal
model is working properly where if the nominal air flow rate is fed, the nominal operating
temperature of 338.15 K is obtained. Therefore, in the model, the initial and final values
for the air mass flow rate are kept constant to illustrate the steady state behavior. The
nominal air mass flow rate of 0.0059 kg/s (300 SLPM) is used. Figure 13 shows the steady
state behavior when having a nominal flow rate of air.
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Figure 13 Stack temperature response at a steady state nominal air flow rate
Figure 13 could very clearly prove that the PEMFC thermal model is working and
showing that when operating at nominal air flow rate, the nominal stack temperature is
achieved. Thus, this model is ready for further tests and adjustments to include the
controllers to it.
4.2 Dynamic Model
This model is utilized to observe the behavior of the stack temperature (increase or
decrease) when the air flow rate is changing from its nominal value (300 SLPM) to its
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maximum value (506.4 SLPM), which is a step-up change. Figure 14 shows the dynamic
behavior on stack temperature when having a step-up change in the air flow rate.

Figure 14 Stack temperature response at a dynamic air flow rate
Simply, Figure 14 reveals that when increasing the air flow rate from its nominal
value to about its maximum value, the stack temperature drops from its nominal value to
about 324 K. This derives the conclusion that increasing the air flow rate increases the fan
speed and increase the amount of air that is supplied to the fuel cell that it already may
have some vapor water. All these factors help the system to cool down and try to maintain
the original temperature. However, this is not always the case. The temperature may get
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affected by different factors that will change its value. These factors may be changes in the
surrounding temperature, the rate of reaction, the reactants temperature and so on. All these
factors may hardly affect the stack temperature as a result a controller is needed to be
implemented to maintain the perfect operating stack temperature at all times. Table 2
demonstrates and tests the model with five different air flow rates to clearly observe the
change in the stack temperature. The first two values of the air flow rates were assumed to
be less than its nominal value. In these two cases the stack temperature increases. At the
nominal air flow rate, the stack temperature maintains its nominal operating temperature.
In the last two values of the air flow rate where maximum air flow rate is used for test 5,
the stack temperature decreases.
Table 2 The stack temperature response for different air flow rate final step values
No

Air flow rate in
(SLPM)

Air mass flow rate in
(Kg/s)

Stack Temperature in
(K)

1

100

1.96 x10-3

352.9

2

200

3.919 x10-3

345.5

3. Nominal

300

5.879 x10-3

338.2

4

400

7.839 x10-3

330.8

5. Maximum

506.4

9.924 x10-3

322.9

In case a disturbance is added, the stack temperature will be disturbed for couple
seconds then will go back to abouts its operating temperature. Figure 15 captures the stack
temperature and current responses at nominal air flow rate when disturbance is added. It is
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clearly seen that the stack temperature suffers some changes starting at time equals three
seconds and starts stabling at time equal ten seconds due to the disturbance.

Figure 15 Stack temperature response at a nominal air flow rate when disturbance is
added
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Chapter 5
Control Methodology
In this chapter, the PID and fuzzy logic controllers are added to the thermal model
separately in two different Simulink models to realize the temperature control and predict
the thermal responses. There is little reported work done so far that implemented and fully
studied the temperature control system for a fuel cell system. Thus, modeling thermal
responses will be very challenging to perform and implement [35].
The fuzzy logic controller promises good results but due to the limitation of
references in such topics, a general test was attempted and some results were obtained for
the FLC and it can be developed further as for future work.
5.1 PID Controller
In order to actuate the fuel cell system to produce the right input signal that results
into the desired output, an actuating signal is generated. The fuel cell system output will be
compared with the desired set point and the resultant error is sent back as a new input to
the controller to adjust the system accordingly and maintain the desired output [36]. One
way to control the system is to introduce a PID (Proportional, Integral, and Differential)
controller. Introducing a controller helps maintain the system around the setpoint at all
times regardless of the changing dynamics of the system. Each term has a specific effect
on the behavior of the system. The proportional controller scales the error until the system
reaches the desired setpoint by increasing or decreasing the multiplier term or gain. The
proportional controller alone will not solve the steady state error that is generated once the
multiplier term gets the error to zero. An integral controller will be added to the path to
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remove the steady state error. It sums up the input signal over time and keeps a total sum
representing the past attempts. If the proportional controller makes the system reach steady
state below the setpoint, the error term is nonzero which once integrated will produce an
increase in the output. In this case, it is a PI controller where both are summed up and work
together to get the error to zero. At some point, the system may overshoot since the error
term is near zero, but the multiplier constantly modifies the value to sum up more than the
actual set point. In this case, a derivative controller might be added to the system. The
derivative measures the rate of change of the error and predicts how much increase or
decrease is being produced for the error. If the temperature is quickly rising to reach the
desired set point, then the rate of change quickly decreases as the error decreases. This will
result in a negative value that when summed with the PI controllers will slow down the
temperature increase. This type of feedback controller is very common for dynamic
systems. It keeps track of the error and rate of error and compensates the system smoothly
to maintain the setpoint [36]. The weight of each controller can be decided by the designer
to tune the final controller to the best desired system behavior. However, sometimes, tuning
the controller may be complex and not easy to achieve.
Generally, a PI controller increases accuracy by avoiding large disturbances and
noise in the response, but this type of controller cannot increase the speed in the response.
If a faster response is required in the system, the PID controller would be better than the PI
controller by the addition of the derivative (D) control. Therefore, in this work, a PI
controller was added to the thermal model as shown in figure 16 since avoiding large
disturbances and noise are needed to get a better temperature response. The deviation state
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variables (the 𝑑 and 𝑢) are considered when implementing the PI controller. the PID
controller input is the error where it is equal to the difference between the setpoint and the
actual temperature of the fuel cell stack. The results obtained from the PI represents the 𝑢
deviation variable. Therefore, it is added to the mass flow rate before feeding the air to the
fuel cell. Figure 16 shows the block diagram for the PEMFC-PID controller model and
Figure 17 shows the Simulink PID controller model.

Setpoint

PID
Controller

State Space
Model

Figure 16 PEMFC block diagram for PID Controller [37]
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Figure 17 Simulink PID controller is added to the original model
In the PID thermal model implemented in the Simulink, the PID controller could
get good results when tuning the controller to 0.000001 for Proportional (P), -2.76e-05 for
Integral (I), and zero for Derivative (D), thus a PI controller is used for this model, instead
of a PID controller. The tuning method used here is the PID Controller Tuner in Simulink.
It is a fast, convenient way to tune the controller by finding the closest gain values. Figure
18 shows the Simulink PID Controller Tuner, step plot: Reference tracking. From this
window, the PID controller was tuned by modifying the response time and the transient
behavior thus the mentioned gains were used.
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Figure 18 PID Controller Tuner in Simulink
The principal objective in a feedback controller system is the setpoint tracking and
a disturbance rejection. Generally, a controller can manage one change at a time. When the
setpoint is changing and no disturbance is applied, the controller is tuned to accommodate
this change of the setpoint, the system can control and try to maintain that setpoint.
Nevertheless, if the setpoint is fixed (no changes apply) and the disturbance exists, then the
controller will be tuned to react to the change of this disturbance. However, when both (the
setpoint and the disturbance) are changing, the controller cannot accommodate this change,
unless a specific tune is generated. This is a very difficult and complex task to achieve and
when the controller can get this tuning to accommodate for both changes, then the
controller will follow the setpoint and reject any disturbance on the system.
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Figure 19 Feedback control system with Disturbance [38]
Considering figure 19, if the disturbance is applied, and the controller is well tuned
to accommodate both changes, the controller is going to force the process to the desired
setpoint, where the controller is rejecting the disturbance. In the PEMFC PI Controller
model, the controller is tuned to accommodate only the setpoint, therefore disturbance will
have big effects on certain setpoints.
5.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller
A PID controller is the simplest controller to use but sometimes due to non-linear
systems or complex systems, the controller would not be fit to control the system
effectively anymore [27]. Therefore, the fuzzy logic controller is attempted in this paper.
It still requires more adjustments in order to make it work properly, but an initial test is
conducted to control the stack temperature.
Generally, a fuzzy logic controller is a control system that allows analog input
values to go through a couple of steps to fuzzify them then categorize them based on a
group of rules that are set by experts, to get the final output that will be defuzzied [39]. The
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term “fuzzy” refers to a range of values that cannot be considered as “true” or “false”. For
example, the input or output can be partially true, mostly false, and so on. Therefore, this
method is considered as one of the accurate methods; however, this method always depends
on the application and the system that are considered.
Considering figure 20, FLC’s main steps consist of fuzzification, rule base and
defuzzification for Mamdani controllers (a type of controller in the FLC that has this
architecture). In the fuzzification step, the numerical input variables will be converted to
crisp values as fuzzy linguistic variables and the fuzziness in a fuzzy set is illustrated by
something called the membership functions [19]. A specific range of each fuzzy input
variable will represent the x-axis and will be plotted with the membership function that has
the range of (0 to 1). The plot will be based on a set of listed rules that can be written
according to the expert experience. The output will be obtained after defuzzification of the
output, to convert the crisp (fuzzy) value to a numerical output that a system can
understand.
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Figure 20 Fuzzy logic controller main steps [40]
In this paper, seven membership functions were created for each input and output.
These membership functions are expressed by linguistic expressions such as “positive
large”, “positive medium”, “positive small”, “zero”, “negative large”, “negative medium”,
“negative small” [29]. Forty-nine rules were created for that number of membership
functions. Figure 21 shows the general structure of the PEM fuel cell FLC that has two
inputs that are the error and change of error. A Mamdani controller is used in this model.
Figure 22 shows the FLC output membership functions. It also shows the output range and
the type of the membership functions where it is used in the triangular function. In addition,
table 3 shows the FLC rule base for the PEMFC.
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Figure 21 A general structure of the PEM fuel cell FLC

Figure 22 membership functions for the FLC output
Table 3 PEMFC - FLC rule base
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The fuzzy logic controller block can be found in the Simulink library. The
membership functions and rules are needed to be specified and then saved as an (.fis) file,
fuzzy inference system. After that, it can be uploaded to the fuzzy logic controller block.
Figure 23 shows the block diagram of the PEMFC fuzzy logic controller. Figure 24 shows
the FLC implemented in the PEMFC thermal model. Same procedure of having the PI
controller will take place in terms of the deviation state variables.

Setpoint

Error

Fuzzy Logic
Controller

State
Space

Change
of Error

Figure 23 PEMFC block diagram for fuzzy logic controller
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Figure 24 Simulink fuzzy logic controller is added to the original model
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Chapter 6
Control Results and Discussion
6.1 PI Controller
The PI controller is tested for five different setpoints: 50, 60, 65, 70 and 80. The
nominal temperature besides two setpoints above and two below the nominal operating
temperature were tested. The obtained results were very encouraging. In all the different
setpoints, the PI controller could meet the setpoints within a few seconds. Table 4 illustrates
the five different setpoints and the corresponding stack temperatures as well as the air flow
rate in (K) and (SLPM) respectively. Figures 25, 26, and 27 show how the PI controller
meets the setpoint and the flow rate responses at the different setpoints.

Table 4 PI controller results for five different setpoints
No

Setpoint
Temperature
in (℃)

Setpoint
Temperature
in (K)

Air flow rate in
(SLPM)

Stack
Temperature in
(K)

1

50

323.15

503.4

323.2

2

60

333.15

367.8

333.2

3.
Nominal

65

338.15

300

338.1

4

70

343.15

232.2

343.1

5

80

353.15

96.55

353.1
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Figure 25 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 323.15 K (50 ℃)

Figure 26 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 338.15 K (65 ℃)
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Figure 27 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 353.15 K (80 ℃)
The above results are collected when disturbance is not included. The following
tests considered the disturbance as part of the system/model. Nevertheless, it is important
to notice that the controller is not tuned to accommodate the disturbance and thus the effect
of that factor will be noticed at different setpoints and will have a disturbance rejection at
specific setpoints. The controller is tuned only to accommodate the setpoint change thus
different results are obtained according to the setpoint and how much disturbance affects
it. Table 5 showed the PI controller results for five different setpoints that have the
disturbance as part of the control system.
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Table 5 PI controller results for five different setpoints with disturbance added
No

Setpoint
Temperature
in (℃)

Setpoint
Temperature
in (K)

Air flow rate in
(SLPM)

Stack
Temperature in
(K)

1

50

323.15

463.8

323.3

2

60

333.15

269.2

333.6

3.
Nominal

65

338.15

140.5

328

4

70

343.15

68.3

325.8

5

80

353.15

- 463.2

352.7

Figure 28 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 323.15 K (50 ℃)
with disturbance included
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Figure 29 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 338.15 K (65 ℃)
with disturbance included

Figure 30 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 353.15 K (80 ℃)
with disturbance included
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In figure 28, when the setpoint is 323.15 K (50 ℃), the controller derives very good
results. It basically could reach the setpoint within 25 seconds. It tries to track the setpoint
without getting affected by the new factor, the disturbance. This case is called the
disturbance rejection where controllers reject the disturbance and stick with tracking the
new setpoint. However, this is not the case at setpoint 338.15 K (65 ℃), Figure 29. At this
setpoint, the controller could not handle the change in the setpoint and accommodate for
the disturbance thus the stack temperature got affected and the controller could not reject
the disturbance. On the other hand, in Figure 30, at setpoint 353.15 K (80 ℃), the controller
takes a long time to meet the setpoint, but it affects the air flow rate very badly.
6.2 Fuzzy Logic Controller
Fuzzy logic controller is attempted to test the stack temperature at different
setpoints. According to some literatures, FLC can derive very good and accurate results,
other literatures showed that having both PID and fuzzy logic controllers can lead to the
best results. Since there are not enough references regarding the thermal control using FLC,
this model still needs more adjustments. The rules, the input and output ranges are needed
to be checked with an expert to derive the best results, since writing the rules depends
highly on the engineer experience in the specific field. The following figures are some
results obtained from the fuzzy logic controller model.
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Table 6 Table 5 Fuzzy logic controller results for three different setpoints
No

Setpoint
Temperature
in (℃)

Setpoint
Temperature
in (K)

Air flow rate in
(SLPM)

Stack
Temperature in
(K)

1

50

323.15

555.1

319.3

2
Nominal

65

338.15

555.1

319.3

3

80

353.15

555.1

319.3

From table 6, it is obvious that the air flow rate and stack temperature are not
changing with the changing the temperature setpoint. This is not logical since a good
controller should meet the setpoint. However, when different ranges were used in the (.fis)
file, different results were obtained but still not good results. Figures 31, 32, and 33 show
the attempts of the above three setpoints where stack temperature has the same profile in
all cases and air flow rate was changed only in the 65 ℃ setpoint. Due to these results, a
comparison will not be efficient and cannot be done with the fuzzy logic controller.
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Figure 31 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 323.15 K (50 ℃)

Figure 32 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 338.15 K (65 ℃)
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Figure 33 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 353.15 K (80 ℃)
A quick comparison is made between the PI Controller and a manual controller (the
original thermal model). If a setpoint of 333.15 K (60 ℃) is demanded, then it can be
reached in two different scenarios. The fist scenario is using the manual controller. this can
be done by having a sensor to measure the stack temperature, then an operator should check
how much air flow rate is supposed to be in order to reach this temperature. After
determining the correct flow rate which is in this case 367.8 SLPM. The operator will
require the air flow rate to this value and keep monitoring in case the stack temperature
passes the setpoint. This method is very annoying and requires an operator, time, and
money to do it. On the other hand, if the same setpoint is wanted, but a PI controller is
presented, then there is no headache at all. The setpoint is set and the controller will
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automatically regulate the air flow rate and will maintain the desired setpoint until it is
asked to change it. This can be presented in Figures 34 and 35.

Figure 34 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 333.15 K (60 ℃)
when having PI Controller and a manual controller
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Figure 35 Stack temperature and air flow rate responses at setpoint of 353.15 K (80 ℃)
when having PI Controller and a manual controller
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future work
To increase any fuel cell performance, many factors are needed to be considered.
Maintaining the temperature at specific setpoints or at its nominal operating temperature is
one of the essential factors to improve the fuel cell performance. A thermal model is created
to measure the stack temperature by having two inputs. The first input is the current
(disturbance variable) and the second one is the air flow rate (the manipulated variable). A
6 kW fuel cell MATLAB model is used and adjusted to include the thermal model. A 6
kW Nedstack PEM fuel Cell stack model is also used to find some of the missing
specifications in the MATLAB model such as the channel dimensions. A mathematical
model is developed through long derivations of the mass and energy balance equations.
Deviation state variable and state space model are used to design the thermal model. The
initial results of the PEMFC model leads to the conclusion that with increasing the air flow
rate, the stack temperature will decrease. Two different types of controllers are used in this
model. The first one is the PI controller. It is tested at five different setpoints and illustrates
very good results where it can meet the temperature setpoint within a few seconds and
without having any oscillation. Setpoint tracking and disturbance rejection is also
considered in the model. The controller is tuned to accommodate the changes in the
temperature setpoint but not the disturbance to the controller; however, could show some
disturbance rejections at some setpoints.
A fuzzy logic controller is also attempted. However, this controller still requires
more work to evaluate it. Seven membership functions are used for each variable with total
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rules of forty-nine. As for future work, the FLC will be tested for different ranges for the
inputs and the output variables. Mamdani controller and Sugeno controller are tested and
the results compared to each other. Also, the FLC will be compared with the PI controller
to realize the differences in the results.
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Appendix A. Fuel Cell Types

Fuel cell has many types that categorized based on the fuel used, type of electrolyte,
operating temperature, and the size and application that the fuel cell is used for. The fuel
cell types are listed in table 7

Table 7 Comparison of different types of fuel cells [15]
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Appendix B. Linearized the Dynamic Model at the Anode and Cathode
At the anode side:
For simplicity, the part of the third term is renamed as (𝑧) where it is equal to 𝑧 =
𝑀𝑊𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻

2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡

2𝐹 𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡

thus the final linearized dynamic energy balance equation at the anode is

given by:

𝑑𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ṁ𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
=
𝑑𝑡
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
ṁ𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
−
( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
− 𝑧 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 𝐼 + 𝑧 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 𝐼𝑜 − 𝑧 𝐼𝑜 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑈𝐴𝑎𝑛
+ 𝑧 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝐼 +
( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 )
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
(1 − 𝜂)𝐼𝐸𝑜
−
2

(3.18)

where 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 and 𝐼𝑜 are the linearized anode temperature and linearized current by
Taylor series, respectively.
At the cathode side:
The value 𝑏 =

𝑀𝑊𝑂2 𝑐𝑝𝑂

2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡

4𝐹𝑎

for simplicity. The final linearized dynamic energy

balance equation at the cathode is given by:
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𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
=
ṁ𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛
𝑑𝑡
𝑎
𝑀𝑊𝐻2𝑂 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝐼
2𝐹 𝑎
ṁ𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝑎
− 𝑏 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 𝐼 + 𝑏 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 𝐼𝑜 − 𝑏 𝐼𝑜 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
− 𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝐼
ṁ𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑎
ṁ𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝑎
𝑈𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 ) (1 − 𝜂)𝐼𝐸𝑜
+
−
𝑎
2
−

where 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 is the linearized cathode temperature by Taylor series.
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(3.19)

Appendix C. PEMFC Steady State Model at the anode and Cathode
At the Anode side:
The steady state equation is:

ṁ𝐻2 ,𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
ṁ𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
−
( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
0=

− 𝑧 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 𝐼 + 𝑧 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 𝐼𝑜 − 𝑧 𝐼𝑜 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑈𝐴𝑎𝑛
+ 𝑧 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝐼 +
( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 )
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
−

(1 − 𝜂)𝐼𝐸𝑜
2

(3.20)

where 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the anode outlet temperature at steady state and 𝐼 is the current at
steady state.
At the cathode side:
The steady state equation is:
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𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑚̇𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛
𝑎
𝑀𝑊𝐻2𝑂 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝐼
2𝐹 𝑎
ṁ𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝑎
− 𝑏 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 𝐼 + 𝑏 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 𝐼𝑜 − 𝑏 𝐼𝑜 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡

0 =

− 𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 𝐼
ṁ𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
𝑎
ṁ𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
−
𝑎
𝑈𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑟 ) (1 − 𝜂)𝐼𝐸𝑜
+
−
𝑎
2
−

(3.21)

where 𝑚̇𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 is the air mass flow rate at steady state, and 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the cathode
outlet temperature at steady state.
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Appendix D. Some of the Deviation State Variable Calculations
For anode: subtract Eq (3.18) from Eq (3.15) leads to the following:

𝑑𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
= −
𝑑𝑡

ṁ𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ̅
( 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
2
̅
− 𝑧 𝐼𝑜 ( 𝑇
𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 −

+

𝑈𝐴𝑎𝑛
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) − 𝑧 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 (𝐼 ̅ − 𝐼 )

−

𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) + 𝑧 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐼 −

̅
( 𝑇
𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 −

𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) −

𝐼 )̅

(1 − 𝜂)(𝐼 − 𝐼)𝐸𝑜
2

For cathode: subtract Eq (3.19) from Eq (3.17) leads to the following:

𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
=
𝑑𝑡

𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛

−

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

𝑎
+

−

𝑀𝑊𝐻2𝑂 𝑐𝑝𝐻2𝑂,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛

−

+

−

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

2𝐹 𝑎

ṁ𝑂2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑂2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑎

̅
− 𝑏 𝐼𝑜 ( 𝑇
𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 −

−

̅̅̅
( ṁ𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 − ̅ṁ
𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 )

ṁ𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑎

ṁ𝑁2,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑎

𝑈𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡
𝑎

̅
(𝑇
𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 −

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

(𝐼 − 𝐼 )̅

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) − 𝑏 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 (𝐼 ̅ − 𝐼 )

− 𝑏 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝐼 ̅ − 𝐼 )

̅
(𝑇
𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 −

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

̅
(𝑇
𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 −

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

̅
(𝑇
𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 −

𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) −
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𝜃̇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
[
]
𝜃̇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡

−
=
[0

𝑚̇𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑈𝐴𝑎𝑛
− 𝑧 𝐼0 +
0
𝜃𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚𝐻2 𝑐𝑝𝐻2,𝑜𝑢𝑡
[
]
𝜃𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚̇𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚̇𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑚̇𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝑐𝑝𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑈𝐴𝑐𝑎𝑡
− 𝑏 𝐼𝑜 −
−
+
𝑎
𝑎
𝑎
𝑎 ]
− 𝑧 𝑇𝑎𝑛,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 + 𝑧 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓

0

+ [𝑀𝑊𝐻2 𝑂 𝑐𝑝𝐻2 𝑂,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 )
− 𝑏 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑜𝑢𝑡,𝑜 − 𝑏 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
2𝐹 𝑎
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𝑑
𝑐𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟,𝑖𝑛 ( 𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 ) ] [ ]
𝑢
𝑎

